ORTEC Harmony

ORTEC Harmony WebAccess
Insight into your schedules - anytime, anywhere
Organizations working 24 hours per day or varying work hours often face the problem of communicating
schedule changes to their employees. Since employees work different hours at various locations, it is not always
easy to contact employees about schedule changes. Also, time off or shift-trading requests are usually requested by phone or email. Therefore, schedule managers spend a lot of time checking whether requests can be approved and communicating the adjustments in the schedule to the employees on time. ORTEC Harmony’s online
web portal provides schedule managers with a real-time solution to inform employees of schedule changes.
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Contact Us

server /client application.

Please don’t hesitate to contact us for more information or to schedule a meeting with one of our representatives. We are more than happy to show you the
extensive functionality of ORTEC Harmony WebAccess and our other solutions.
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